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Blessed with immerse topographical beauty, India offers you a lot. There are a wide range of
diverse things to do and see at every next step. It is, in fact, quite difficult to choose the appropriate
location to move on. However, many Indian travel agencies have summed up with innovative
schemes and tour packages to cater the changing needs and choices of the clients. Here are some
ideas as to how to spend your holidays.

Being a first time comer in India, a visit to cultural places is must. India is a vast cultural diversified.
At every corner, one will find multi-cultural people, living together with bonding and harmony.
International travelers can also have a beautiful opportunity to explore variations in physical, climatic
conditions as well as traditions and culture of the different states. Varying in visibility in music,
dance, painting, sculptures, and architecture depicts the richness of our country. As far as eternal
beauty is concerned, Taj Mahal is the much-visited monument in India that symbolizes ever-lasting
love of Shah Jahan and Mumtaz, his wife. It was built by Shah Jahan itself with the total man force
of about 22, 0000. About 22 years were incurred to construct it and had highest amount spent
during Mughal Empire.

While touring India, you may not miss to experience luxury visit. Welcome to Rajasthan, used once
as the main residence of Rajputs and kings of bygone era. Many things that have remained in this
state tell us the rich lifestyle of royal people i.e Resorts and hotels. With invent of palace on wheels,
tourism in Rajasthan has been increased at the fullest. Today, maximum international visitors come
here not only to explore forts and palaces but also have a charm to travel in this luxury train. This
train is completely flourished with antique traditional interiors. It also serves a vast variety of
Rajasthani cuisine consisting of two Rasoi Ghar. There are some shops inside palace of wheels
which offers plenty of typical Rajasthani objects.

Your India trip would remain incomplete without visiting to several scared places. Khajuraho
temples, Ajanta and Ellora caves, Varanasi temples are the most important holy destinations in
India which tells the tourists past history of our culture and tradition. Most of the temples are
renowned for extra-ordinary architecture.

Hence, Travelling to India is a lifetime experience that could not miss in your life.
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Aloktrch - About Author:
Alok is a traveler and he has great interest to share his experiences about travel and vacation in
India. You can understand to India better by all the articles published by him. Culture Holidays India
Pvt. Ltd. one of the leading Travel and Tourism Company in India which are offering you best a
Rajasthan holidays, a Goa holidays & a Kerala holidays for your beautiful vacation in India.
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